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There are two user-defined data 
types needed: 
- The team data table 
- The Mapping from labels to 

values 

 

 
 

This is the Decision Requirements 
Diagram (DRD) of the solution. 
 
Decision point is 
‘TeamsInOrderOfPrecedence’ 
which provides the final result 
 
The central decision is 
‘TeamPoints’: 
- It invokes a Business 

Knowledge Model (i. e. a 
function) to get the summed 
points for each team 

- All other decisions are 
supporting decisions for 
‘TeamPoints’ 
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The Decisions and Business Knowledge Models (BKMs) in detail 
DMN provides the boxed 
expression type ‘relation’ to 
provide embedded data in a 
decision. 
 
It would have been also possible 
to model it as ‘Input data’ to 
hand it over to the deicison as 
external data. The structure 
keeps the same. 

 

 
 

Each efficiency category has a 
corresponding score which is also 
provided by a relation 

 

  

 

The decision ‘teamColumn’ has 
the boxed expression type ‘literal 
expression’. The used FEEL 
Expression selects the column 
‘team’ from the relation 
‘TeamDataTable’. 
 
The decision ‘Teams’ has the 
boxed expression type ‘context’ 
with two context entries: the first 
to determine the number of 
different teams and the second 
to determine their names 

 

 

 
 

These four decisions serve as supporting decisions for the decision ‘TeamPoints’: 



 

The Business Knowledge 
Model (BKM) ‘returnPoints’ is 
invoked by the BKM 
‘sumForEachTeam’ and 
provides the efficiency value 
for each efficiency category by 
querying the relation 
‘EfficiencyLabelValueMapping’ 
(Parameter LabelValue). 

 

 

The BKM ‘sumForEachTeam’ is 
invoked by the decision 
‘TeamPoints’ and provides the 
points (sum of the efficiency 
values of all team members) 
and the team. 
 
To get the value of each 
efficiency category it invokes 
the BKM ‘returnPoints’ 

 

 
 

To get the points of each team 
the decision ‘TeamPoints’ 
invokes the BKM 
‘sumForEachTeam’. 

 

 
 

Finally, the decision 
‘TeamsInOrderOfPrecedence’ 
shows the list with the team 
with the highest score on top 

 

 
 

 

Decision Execution Results 
*** teamColumn *** 
Evaluation status: SUCCEEDED 
Result: 
'[Mustangs, Mustangs, Mustangs, Mustangs, Mustangs, Mustangs, Mustangs, Mustangs, Mustangs, 
Eagles, Eagles, Eagles, Eagles, Eagles, Eagles, Eagles, Eagles, Eagles]' 

*** Teams *** 
Evaluation status: SUCCEEDED 
Result: 
'{name=[Mustangs, Eagles], anz=2}' 

*** TeamPoints *** 
Evaluation status: SUCCEEDED 
Result: 
'[{team=Mustangs, points=11}, {team=Eagles, points=8}]' 

*** TeamsInOrderOfPrecedence *** 
Evaluation status: SUCCEEDED 
Result: 
'[{team=Mustangs, points=11},{team=Eagles, points=8}]' 

 


